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Ballistic magnetoresistance in a nanocontact between a Ni cluster
and a magnetic thin film
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We present measurements of ballistic magnetoresistance in nanocontacts grown by electrodeposition
of Ni microclusters on magnetic thin films covered by aluminum oxide layers, using a technique
proposed by Schadet al. @D. Allen, R. Schad, G. Zangari, I. Zana, D. Yang, M. C. Tondra, and D.
Wang, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A.18, 1830 ~2000!; Appl. Phys. Lett.76, 407 ~2000!; D. Allen, R.
Schad, G. Zangari, I. Zana, D. Yang, M. C. Tondra, D. Wang, and D. Reed, J. Appl. Phys.89, 6662
~2001!#. The measurements are made on single Ni clusters in contact with a Ni and Co thin film. We
measure the magnetoresistance and observe the relaxation of the magnetization and electrical
resistance as a function of time. The clusters are electrodeposited under several different
experimental conditions. Some are deposited randomly on an unpatterned film and some through
various patterned photoresists that control the location at which the cluster is grown. The typical
contact size is estimated from the electrical resistance to be 10–30 nm. Ballistic magnetoresistance
values up to 14% are obtained in these first experiments. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Magnetoresistive devices and sensors are the basis
new applications in an area often called magnetoelectron1

Recently it has been shown in atomic nanocontacts,2 as well
as in nanoscopic~scale'10 nm! electrodeposited contacts3

of Co and especially of Ni that values of up 700% ballis
magnetoresistance~BMR! can be achieved at room temper
ture in moderate applied fields. These contacts were gr
between macroscopic wires. The ideal case for na
magnetoelectronics capable of high levels of device integ
tion will be contacts between nanoscale current leads. In
regard, there have been recent developments by Schadet al.4

showing that it is possible to grow Cu clusters by ele
trodeposition on top of aluminum oxide layers deposited o
magnetic thin film~MTF!. Their approach is to apply a po
tential in the electrolyte solution between the electrode
the MTF. The potential causes an electrical arc or breakdo
in the oxide. The breakdown appears to create a pinhol
the oxide, probably in preexisting thin spots or partial p
holes, and a Cu cluster electrodeposits on the underly
exposed MTF. In the present work, we have used this ef
to make pinhole nanocontacts,5–7 between magnetic metals
with the aim of making nanocontacts that exhibit the BM
effect,2,3

The best substrates we have found for the electrodep
tion of Ni BMR nanocontacts consist of metallic multilaye
such as: Si~100!\thermal oxide\1 nm Ta\100 nm Au\10 nm Ni
or Co\1 nm Al, with the metallic films deposited in a UHV
magnetron sputtering system. The purpose of the Au laye
to reduce the lead resistance to a negligible value comp
to the nanocontact resistance. The best results are obta

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
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when the Al is oxidized by exposure to air. The electrodep
sition is carried out in a solution of 1.5 M Ni(SO3NH2)2 and
0.5 M H3BO3 at apH of 3.5. The potential, referenced to
saturated calomel electrode, was21.5 V for times varying
from 5 to 60 s.

Ideally, it would be desirable to make BMR measur
ments on individual Ni clusters. However, the Ni clusters a
randomly distributed on the substrate surface with a m
separation on the order of tens of microns. This close spa
of Ni clusters makes it difficult to make electrical contact
a single cluster. To assist in making electrical contact t
single cluster we have patterned a photoresist on so
samples to open a regular array of holes 5–20mm in diam-
eter spaced several mm apart. In this way, only one Ni c
ter is likely to be deposited in the exposed area of the sam
at the bottom of each hole in the photoresist. No deposit
occurs on the insulating photoresist. Electrical contact to
Ni cluster electrodeposited in the hole is made by attachin
Cu wire to it with silver paint. This method avoids any m
chanical stress, which could damage the nanocontact.

The resistance observed for contact to a single clu
ranges from 0.2 to 80V, essentially all of which is attribut-
able to the nanocontact since the lead and contact resista
are negligible. We estimate the cross section of the con
by assuming that an atom occupies 0.1 nm2 and that this has
a quantum resistance of 12 900V.6 We obtain values of the
contact size between 3.5 and 75 nm, although the majorit
them are around 10–30 nm. In some cases we have con
much smaller than 1 nm.

The clusters are imaged with a field-emission scann
electron microscope~SEM! and an atomic force microscop
~AFM!. SEM analysis showed that the clusters have differ
structures: some resemble a cauliflower, as described in
il:
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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4, and some have the appearance of ring clusters. Figure~b!
presents SEM images of these two kinds of growth. AF
studies confirm the case of the ring structure, as in Fig. 1~c!,
in which the profiles as well as the topography are presen
Energy dispersive x-ray chemical analysis by the SEM in
cated that the clusters were indeed Ni.

A general phenomenon that we observe~with few excep-
tions! during current flow is a relaxation or decay in th
resistance of the nanocontact to a stable value on a typ
time scale of 500 s. In a few cases, the resistance rema
stable or increased. In several samples, the resistanc
turned to its initial value after the sense current was tur
off overnight. When the sense current was turned on ag
the relaxation appeared again. However, in all cases the
laxation to first approximation is independent of the appl
magnetic field. Typical results are presented in Fig. 2~a!. The
initial resistance of 9.80V relaxes to 9.60V, while exhibit-
ing a small BMR, as the magnetic field is cycled. The tim
dependence of the resistance is presented in Fig. 2~b!. The
relaxation at other applied fields is very similar. The rela
ation is not understood, but it is found in nearly all samp
we have studied, including the earlier work on electrodep
ited contacts using macroscopic wires.3 However, in the ear-
lier samples the relaxation time characteristically was long
in some cases days.3 We believe the relaxation phenomeno
is an important challenge for this field, and that an und
standing of it will help greatly in the development of mo
stable contacts.

FIG. 1. ~a! The sample geometry and the contacts made to measure
sample resistance through the pinhole nanocontact,~b! the SEM micro-
graphs of the two kinds of growth~cauliflower and ring clusters!, and~c! an
AFM image and a topographic line of a ring of clusters.
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We have investigated the BMR in the present samp
for several reasons, one of which is for comparison w
previous measurements of BMR in nanocontacts electro
posited between two macroscopic wires. In that case,
might have argued that magnetostriction has some inter
with the observed magnetoresistance. However, in
present samples the geometry is completely different. In
present samples the Ni cluster diameter is a few microns,
the MTF is a few nanometers thick, having nanometric m
netic volumes. Since we observe very similar behavior in
magnetoresistance, magnetostrictive effects can probabl
ruled out.2,3

In Fig. 3 we present BMR measurements on t
cauliflower-type clusters that have been deposited witho
patterned photoresist. Here the number of clusters in
electrical contact is not limited to one. The sample struct
is Si~100!\thermal oxide\2 nm Ta\5 nm Co\1.5 nm Al ~oxi-
dized by air exposure!\electrodeposited Ni. This case is o
interest because we observed no time-dependent relax
in the resistance and only a small field- dependent relaxat
The lower panel in Fig. 3 is the initial BMR-versus-fiel
loop, with the arrows indicating the length of time that cu
rent has been flowing through the sample. The first loop

he

FIG. 2. ~a!Resistance vs applied field for a sample with Ni as an underla
and~b! the fitted relaxation of the resistance with time for the same data
above. In this case the BMR is about 1%.

FIG. 3. Resistance vs applied field for a sample with Co as an underl
without a patterned photoresist. In this case no relaxation is observed
the BMR is'4%.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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finished after 883 s. The upper curve is the loop recor
between 1816 and 2690 s. The loops are similar in resista
and BMR but the order of the resistance variation with fie
is inverted from the lower to the upper panel. The BMR is
the order of 4%. This small value probably occurs beca
this particular sample did not contain the 100 nm Au nee
to make the lead resistance negligible and also because
contact is made with several clusters at once, reducing
total nanocontact resistance.

In Fig. 4 we present a more typical case in which there
both a resistance relaxation and a BMR effect.

The sample structure is: Si~100!\thermal oxide\1 nm
Ta\100 nm Au\10 nm Ta\10 nm Ni\1.5 nm Al ~oxidized by
air exposure! electrodeposited Ni. The upper plot is the r
sistance versus magnetic field for a Ni MTF. The inset p
sents a linear fit to the time dependence of the resistanc
the three zero-field crossings in the data. The nonlinearit
Fig. 2 is not observed in Fig. 4 because the relaxation
incomplete and still linear. Note that the slope is not zero
zero field. The linear fit is used to normalize the data to
value it would have had if there were no time dependenc

FIG. 4. Resistance vs applied field for a sample with Ni as an underl
~upper graph!. The data exhibit relaxation. The inset represents a linear fi
the time-dependent relaxation. The lower graph presents a plot of the r
tance vs applied field after normalizing the data in the upper panel to th
in the inset to present the plot that would be expected if there were
relaxation.
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the resistance but only a field dependence. The result is
sented in the lower graph. The lower graph shows a BMR
14%. This value obtained for the BMR is of the same ord
as those published previously,2suggesting the same basic e
fect is present.

The major conclusions of this work may be summariz
as follows.

~1! We have observed BMR effects in a thin-film geome
in which Ni clusters are electrodeposited on pinholes
an aluminum oxide layer covering a MTF substrate.

~2! The resistivity suggests that the pinhole nanocontacts
typically 10–30 nm in diameter, although occasiona
some are much smaller than 1 nm.

~3! The BMR effects, including the time-dependent rela
ation in the resistance, are similar to the results obtai
earlier for nanocontacts electrodeposited between ma
scopic Ni wires.

~4! The similarity of results between these two very differe
sample geometries appears to rule out magnetostric
as an explanation for the data.

~5! The very small volume of magnetic metal in the prese
samples is an additional reason for ruling out magne
striction.

~6! The similarity between the present results and the ea
ones suggests that it is only a matter of time before BM
values in the samples of the present geometry reach
level achieved earlier with macroscopic wire
~700%!~2!.

~7! The pinholes seem to be concomitant with the oxide t
layers and play a significant role in magnetoresistive
fects.

This work has been supported by a EU project IS
2000-26011. The authors thank H. Hug and A. Berkowitz
discussions.
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